
Temperament & Prayer
The Way to Pray…Your Way



Intro
There is value in choosing a method of prayer that fits your 
temperament

But before you can do that, you need to figure out your temperament

Praying in a form that does not fit your temperament requires more 
psychic energy; ie, it just “doesn’t work” for you, and this is why many 
people give up or have a hard time praying

We will go over the history of the study of temperaments, look at 
some saintly examples, and… find your temperament (and the saint 
that matches your style for guidance!)



From Hippocrates to Jung
450 BC (!) Hippocrates, father of medical science, described human 
temperaments based on the imbalance of 4 bodily “humors” or secretions:

1. Passionate = choleric - yellow bile from the liver

2. Optimistic = sanguine - blood from the heart

3. Withdrawn = melancholic - black bile from the kidneys

4. Calm =  phlegmatic - phlegm from the lungs

1920: Carl Jung, Swiss psychologist, identified people as introverts or 
extraverts, and recognized 4 operating functions - sensation, intuition, 
thinking, and feeling, and combined these into 8 psychological types



The MBTI Indicator
1920 - 1960’s: Isabel Briggs-Meyer expanded it from 8 to the 16 psychological of the MBTI: 
Meyer Briggs Type Indicator

MBTI uses the 4 operating functions identified by Jung and adds “judging and perceiving” 
into the mix and noticed these opposing tendencies:

E/I - (extravert/introvert): how you relate to the world

S/N - (sensing/intuitive): how you perceive new information (external surface level v 
internal deeper level)

T/F - (thinking/feeling): how we judge and act on that data (using the head v using the 
heart)

J/P - (judging/perceiving): quick decisions v. taking time to mull things over

The team then noticed that from the S/N and T/F pairs, one of these 4 functions will be 
Dominant (default), one will be its opposite (the Inferior), one (the Auxiliary) will assist the 
Dominant, and the other (Tertiary) will also be recessed

We tend to use the Dominant and the Auxiliary, and neglect the Tertiary and the Inferior



Kiersey-Bates
David Kiersey studied 4 extreme external behaviors: hysteria, depression, compulsion, and 
impulsiveness

He then noticed we all have these tendencies to some extent and focused on 3 of the 4 
opposing pairs:

S/N - SENSING v INTUITIVE

T/F - THINKING v FEELING

J/P - JUDGING v PERCEIVING

He took the first pair (S/N) and noticed that we all tend to be one or the other, and THEN:

If you're an “S” (SENSOR), you also tend to be a J (JUDGER) or P (PERCEIVER) making 
you either an SJ or SP

If you’re an “N” (INTUITER), you also tend to be a T (THINKER) or F (FEELER) making 
you either an NT or an NF.

And there you have the 4 K-B personality types. Simplest (but surprisingly accurate!).



What’s your sign type?
Keep in mind no one is 100% one or the other. We all have both, but tend 
to lean to one side. So first, are you more SENSING or INTUITIVE?

SENSING:
concerned with facts; being 

practical; photographic memory; 
good giving directions; value 
common sense; prefer hard 

experience over hunches; not 
crazy about abstracts; prefer the 

facts; impatient with 
complicated situations; you’ll 

read the fine print; like 
precision; need sensory 
fulfillment; prefer quick 

satisfaction over holding off

INTUITIVE:
into something/someone’s 

potential; like to jump from the 
known to the unknown; ok with 

change; might overlook little 
details; not good at giving 

directions; like a little 
complication; like to find inner 

meaning of things; like to 
speculate about the future; get 
insights from out of the blue; 
imaginative; creative; dislike 

routine



If  you’re INTUITIVE:
Sensing people can pick also if you want to find which of the 16 types you are. But 
for the simpler 4 type method, Intuitive types: are you a THINKER or a FEELER?

THINKER:
ruled by the head over the heart; 

prefer logic and reason over 
feeling & sentiment; all about 

justice, policies, fairness, respect; 
good manager; like to argue & 
get to the bottom of things; 

okay with conflict; competitive; 
don’t show feelings easily; 

uncomfortable with others’ 
emotions; comfortable giving 
criticism; can be impersonal / 

unintentionally hurtful 

FEELER:
ruled by the heart not the head; 

keenly in tune with other 
people’s feelings; good with 
people, but don’t like to tell 

them unpleasant things; non-
confrontational; warm hearted; 
easy forgiving; need praise and 

affirmation; good at getting 
volunteers to help others; enjoy 

counseling, ministry, social 
service; things that help those in 

need



If  you’re the SENSING type:
Intuitive people can pick also if you want to find which of the 16 types you are. But 
for the simpler 4 type method, Sensing types: are you a JUDGER or a PERCEIVER?

JUDGER:
like things settled; closure; like 

order; structure; don’t like to “go 
with the flow”; prefer a schedule; 

system for doing things; 
consistent; usually prompt and 
on time; don’t like last minute 
things; dislike long shopping 

trips; let to go in and get what 
you came for; strong sense of 

accomplishment when 
completing a task; like to be in 

control; can be rigid 

PERCEIVER:
flexible & openminded; like to 
discover new data; reluctant to 

make final decisions; wait till the 
last minute; postpone unpleasant 
jobs; “wait & see” better; dislike 

deadlines; cramped by tight 
schedule; like to live 

spontaneously, free-spirited; 
crisis-oriented; ready to change; 
like surprises; window shopping; 

don't always keep resolutions; 
listen to others & influenced



Find your Biblical soulmates
So, are you an SJ, an SP, an NT, or an NF?

Paul was an NF (intuitive/feeler): continually envisioning new insights about the 
Kingdom of God

James was an SJ (sensing/judger): exhorting duty; faith in action; law and order; 
conversative

John was an NT (intuitive/thinker): deep, insightful but straight talker (think 
Johannine dualistic themes)

Peter was an SP (sensing/perceiver): man of action; peacemaker between Paul and 
James (perhaps this balance explains prominence)

Similarly, the 4 Gospel writers had their temperaments: Mt is SJ (conservative); Mk is 
SP (minimalist, action); Lk is NF (most people-oriented); Jn is NT



Temperamental Church 
History:

313: Exodus to the desert! “White” martyrdom to replace the red

Saints Jerome and Cassian utilized all 4 functions in prayer

Cassian introduces LECTIO DIVINA, learns about CENTERING  PRAYER from Abba Isaac

LECTIO DIVINA becomes part of the rule of Benedict, and the basis of our 4 main Saint pray-ers 
going forward: Augustinian, Franciscan, Thomistic, and Ignatian

4C: Augustine of Hippo: words TRANSPOSED to fit the new generation; “God is the same yesterday, 
today and forever” (Heb 13:8)

12C: Francis of Assisi: total abandonment; simplicity; unsophisticated; natural

13C: Thomas Aquinas: Dominic; scholastic; Summa Theologia; contemplate a truth; but in the end, 
straw!

 14C: Devotio Moderno: reaction to Scholasticism; emphasis on feeling; Thomas A Kempis “Imitation of 
Christ” “I would rather feel contrition than know how to define it”

15C: Ignatius of Loyola: Manresa; Spiritual Exercises; PROJECTION back into the Bible; liturgical year; 
retreat structure

16C: Teresa of Avila: Interior Castle; St. John of the Cross; dark night of the soul



Your patron of  prayer
NF NT

SP
SJ



Lectio Divina…customized!
Lectio, Meditatio, Oratio, Contemplatio

4 R’s: Reading, Reflecting, Responding, Resting

the 4 R’s correspond to Sensing, Thinking, Feeling, and Intuiting

If you’re like Augustine (NF): project!

If you’re like Ignatius (SJ): retroject!

If you’re like Francis (SP): go simple, natural!

If you’re like Thomas (NT): think! Who/What/When/Where/Why?

NF, SJ, SP, or NT: GET PERSONAL. Example: the Beatitudes (“Be Attitudes”)



Dive deeper…
Structured: Daily Mass; Rosary; Daily Bible Reading; Divine Office

Unstructured: Centering; Visit Blessed Sacrament; Intercessory prayer

Both: Daily Bread; Daily quotes

D/Won’t stay in your comfort zone; God wants us to grow; Jung uses Gk word 
“enantiodroma” to describe the tendency of human nature to gravitate towards its 
opposite at certain stages of life. (Personal example: Before: Daily Mass; After: Centering 
Prayer)

Close Encounters of the Third (and Fourth) Kind: Until you’re in your 30’s, stick with 
your Dominant temperament. After 30, try to grow

Game plan: (1) Find your “prayer of least resistance”; (2) Find your time of least resistance; 
(3) Make (1) your “bread and butter” prayer during the week DAILY (15 min min; 2 hour 
max); (4) Once a week try one of the other forms of prayer. (And expect the unexpected!)



Final notes: “Pray Always”
Imagine if we only used 1 Gospel to understand Christ! “Beware the man of one book” - 
Thomas Aquinas.

Our 3rd and 4th functions, being closest to our deepest subconscious selves, end up being 
the ones the influence us and others later, good or bad. Examples: Ghandi & MLK (1st half 
of life: lawyer, scholar, not family men; 2nd half: international peacemakers! Their 
subconscious feeling function seems to have been activated); Hitler’s extraverted inferior 
feeling seem to have gotten activated later in his life, enabling him to activate similar 
feelings in his soldiers.

ie, it’s important to get in touch with the 3rd and 4th functions so that they don’t have their 
way with us; We cannot force the tertiary and inferior functions into the level of the 
conscious by definition, but there are ways to activate them: meditation, nature, music, 
guided imagery, psychotherapy, and when all else fails, pray always and time will do the trick.

Remember, God designed us with ego and shadow. “What we are is God’s gift to us; What 
we make of ourselves is our gift to God” and we’re told to PRAY ALWAYS.

SO! (1) Shoehorn in your bread and butter during the week. (2) Change things up on the 
weekend. Did I mention, PRAY ALWAYS?

The only remedy for the evil of not praying… is to start again. (St. Teresa of Avila)



DAY BY DAY

Day by day, day by day,
Oh, dear Lord, 3 things I pray:

To see Thee more clearly;
Love Thee more dearly;

Follow Thee more nearly

Day by day…


